
Salesfusion is the only Marketing Automation Platform (MAP) fully integrated with Infor CRM. 

This integration brings added value through two-way sync installed out-of-the-box with no 

middleware required. The partnership between Salesfusion and Infor CRM is unique in the 

industry in that it provides a native integration in both on-premise and hosted environments.

Marketing Automation 
for Infor CRM

• Preferred marketing automation provider 

for Infor CRM

• The only Marketing Automation Provider 

with a bi-directional integration between 

Infor CRM and MAP

• Automatically replicates, synchronizes, and 

updates your Infor CRM system

• No Middleware required

• Only MAP to provide integration to Infor 

CRM on-premise, cloud, and hybrid 

environments

• Integrates with all versions (Premise/

hosted) back to Infor CRM 7.5.2

• Allows for direct send of bulk email 

campaigns to Infor CRM campaign members 

and individual email sends tracked through 

Salesfusion from the CRM system

Advantages of Salesfusion together with Infor CRM

Deliver More Revenue with the Seamless Integration 
between Infor CRM and Salesfusion Marketing Automation 

Infor CRM offers a web and LAN (local area network) deployment option.  Most MAP 

providers today do not integrate well, if at all, with LAN-based CRM systems.  Salesfusion 

has two versions of its integration with Infor CRM to adapt to both LAN and Web 

scenarios.  While there are differences between the integrations, Salesfusion remains the 

preferred marketing automation provider of Infor because of these native integrations. 
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About Salesfusion
Salesfusion is a leading provider of marketing 

automation software that is designed for 

B2B companies who are committed to 

driving more revenue by aligning marketing 

and sales.

According to SiriusDecisions, a leading 

sales and marketing analyst firm, as much 

as 70% of the buying cycle may be self-

directed and completed prior to sales 

engagement. Salesfusion is dedicated to 

helping companies build a large revenue 

funnel for marketing and sales teams by 

creating customized digital conversations 

that are seamlessly transitioned between 

departments. The two teams participate in 

and measure these digital conversations 

to deliver more lead-to-revenue results by 

communicating with the right leads at the 

right time with the right message.

Key Features
• Email marketing, multi-channel 

campaigns, campaign planning

• Landing pages, data enrichment, web 

analytics, visitor tracking

• Lead scoring, management, and routing

• Social media publishing and tracking

• Google AdWords tracking and campaign 

ROI reporting

Integrating Marketing with Sales
Salesfusion delivers an out of-the-box native 

integration to Infor CRM. Salesfusion anchors 

around the belief that a well integrated 

CRM and Marketing Automation pair is the 

foundation of all B2B marketing.

To learn more about the tight integration 

between Infor CRM and Salesfusion, 

contact Infor directly at 1-800-260-2640.


